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ABOUT THE BOOK
Space Marketing:
Competing in the new
commercial space industry
Launch date is Oct 1, 2021.
The space industry is changing. Over
70 countries have entered the space
race. Marketing will become critical
as more companies compete for
business, investors, and contracts.
The Space Marketing book is an
introduction to marketing tactics and
strategies through the lens of space.
(continued on back)

FOREWORD
The book has a foreword by David
Meerman Scott, Wall Street Journal
bestselling author of twelve books
including Marketing the Moon.

ABOUT IZZY

Marketing Expert & Space Nerd
Space Marketing is at the heart of Izzy's
career. She combined both of her
passions of marketing and space into one
expertise. With an extensive marketing
background, she turns the lens of
marketing onto the space industry. Armed
with 20+ years of experience in public
affairs, outreach, and marketing, Izzy aims
to empower space companies and further
their dreams of space exploration.

website: izzy.house | sign up at bit.ly/sign-up-with-izzy | izzyhouse01@gmail.com

WHY THIS BOOK

How can you change the world if no one knows you exist?
Marketing is about making your ideas, products, and
services known. Call it outreach, public affairs,
conversation, or promotion – these are all facets of
marketing.
Reasons for this book:
1 – Promoting space
People make decisions about the future of space when
they vote, support an idea or ideology, or buy a product. If
space concerns are not top-of-mind, it will not have the
support it needs to thrive.
2 – Help space companies thrive.
Space is hard. Many space companies focus only on their
creations. Marketing has not a priority in many companies.
Up until recently, you had one customer to woo – the U.S.
government. This will not be the case in the near future.
3 – The business model is changing.
Since the 2015 SPACE Act opened the doors for
commercial companies, the space sector has exploded
with activity. There are thousands of new players.
Marketing will become a necessity if you want to run in the
space race.
4 – Generate excitement and spur educational initiatives.
More students need to participate in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) programs. We need to
encourage the next generation to pursue STEM/STEAM
careers. In order to make this happen, they need to KNOW
it exists first. Marketing is critical for generating this
awareness.
5 – Promote the understanding of marketing strategies
and tactics through the lens of space.
This book uses space-focused companies as examples to
demonstrates successful marketing tactics and principles
within the space industry.

THIS BOOK
EXPLORES:
• Challenges of
marketing within the
space industry
• Understanding your
audience and their
problems
• Developing your brand
• Promoting your brand
Marketing strategies
and tactics
• Hiring a team
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ROCKETS-R-US
Throughout the book, I
apply the chapter
lesson to a fictitious
rocket launch company
to illustrate how to use
that particular tool or
strategy. This
developing story makes
it easier to understand
the concept and see
how it can be applied to
your situation.

“Izzy shares proven marketing strategies and tactics including branding, social media, search
engine optimization, and content generation. She shows you how to build relationships with
existing and potential customers rather than just selling to them.” - David Meerman Scott

